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LIVE YOUR EDUCATION
Midland School provides a unique college preparatory
boarding school experience to a diverse student body.
Through study and work, it teaches the value of a lifetime of
learning, self-reliance, simplicity, responsibility to community
and the environment, and a love for the outdoors.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Christopher Barnes
Head of School

Rob Goldberg ’81
Dee Hodge III ’70

Ed Carpenter ’64
Board Chair (Outgoing)

Marc Holden ’99

Gretchen Collard
Vice Board Chair

Peter Hutt ’79

Michelle Howard

Jim Dreyfuss ’81
Board Chair (Incoming)

Andrew McCarthy ’85

Justene Hill Edwards ’00

J. Sassaman ’96

Manuel Espitia Jr. ’07

Peter Schuyler

Peter Ewing ’77

Lucy B. Dobson (Trustee Emeritus)

Trip Friendly ’74

Mason Willrich (Trustee Emeritus)

Tom Mone ’72

We have made every effort to ensure that the information contained in this report is correct. If you
spot inaccuracies or omissions, please accept our apologies and notify the Advancement Office at
805-688-5114, extension 124 or at advancement@midland-school.org.
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in dedication

•
This publication is dedicated to Jim Dreyfuss.
His passing has left us with a hole in our heart as big as his hugs were in life.
The images, words and feelings that come to our minds when thinking
of Jim take the shape of the trunk of a Mighty Oak. His sincere greetings
and larger-than-life presence always calmed and reassured us with strength,
stability and support. His sense of purpose and commitment to Midland
was nourished with deep roots.
“In Robore Virtus” has nuances in Latin that mean more than “in the oaks
there is strength.” Robore means both strength and oak, with a focus on
the solidness of the wood. Virtus means more than virtue. It is active. It is
living virtue in an active way.
This is Jim Dreyfuss.
He has left this place better than he found it, and he would need, want and
will us all to do the same.
We honor Jim and his dedication to Midland, his love of family and
friendship, and his acceptance and ability to bring people together.

april 26, 1963 – september 19, 2021

From the Bottom of Our Hearts, Thank You
As we reflect upon Midland’s past academic year, there is much to celebrate
and memorialize. While COVID has shaken our community in unprecedented
ways — including an unusual introduction to both remote and hybrid learning
— Midlanders have upheld our rigorous lifestyles with much grace and dignity.
The Midland ethos of “a teacher, a student, an idea” is the bedrock of our
perseverance, and it remains at the core of our curriculum. Another significant
highlight of the year is our continued commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion
and justice (DEIJ). Of course, our ability to navigate the year with a semblance
of grace would not have been possible without the overwhelming support from
our families, students, faculty and staff. We cannot wait to share with you the
accomplishments — both academic and personal — that we have made as a
community. The fruits of our collective labor are plenty.
None of our accomplishments and progress would have been possible without your
generous contributions to the Annual Fundraising Drive. This year we raised over
$450,000, which enabled us to meet our budget and fulfill our mission.
We would especially like to thank Ed Carpenter ’64 for his 16-year tenure on the
board, including three years as Board Chair and two years as Vice Chair, and for
being the long-term captain of our campus renewal efforts. His vision, leadership
and organizational effectiveness have set the path for success into Midland’s
centennial and beyond.
My heart is filled with gratitude for the past year and anticipation for the
next. I cannot wait to work in partnership with each of you to make Midland all
that it can be this upcoming year.

Warm Regards to All,

Jim Dreyfuss ’81
Board Chair
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YOUR IMPACT
Our 2020-21 regular operating budget
(approx. $4.0 million)

$43,481
average financial aid award

>50%

71%
16%
10%
3%

of students receive financial aid
Summary Balance Sheet
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30

2017

2018

2019

2020

2.1

2.5

1.8

3.1

17.7

18.9

19.2

19.0

ASSETS (millions)
Cash & Other Current Assets
Investments
Property, Equipment, & Buildings

2021
unaudited

4.9

24.0

6.5

6.9

7.9

8.8

10.1

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.7)

(4.0)

(4.4)

3.2

3.4

4.2

4.8

5.7

22.9

24.8

25.3

26.9

34.6

Current Liabilities & Pre-Paid Tuition

1.1

1.0

0.9

1.9

2.8

Long-Term Liabilities*

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.5

0.0

11.5

12.3

12.9

11.2

12.1

11.7

Depreciation
Property, Equipment & Buildings
less Depreciation
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
(millions)

Without Donor Restrictions
With Donor Restrictions

21.8

4

31.8

Total Net Assets

21.8

23.8

24.3

24.6

31.8

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

22.9

24.8

25.3

26.9

34.6

*Midland successfully applied for and received a PPP loan
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71+16+103M
53+11+9615M
Regular
Operating
Income

Net Tuition
Endowment Draw
Annual Fund
Other Income

Regular
Operating
Expenses

53% P
 ayroll, Taxes
and Workers Comp
11% Employee Benefits
9% Educational Program
(Academic, Experiential,
Athletics)
6% Insurance
6% General Office/
Administrative
15% Other Expenses

Impact Report

Fun Facts and Figures

>50% 500+

students engaged on the farm
for the first time this year

nights collectively spent
outside on Midland’s property

700+

20+

collective hours spent tending
to our trails (Platform 21 and
Bobcat Bend Trail are the
results of these labors)

student-led
Experiential Saturdays

Where were our seniors admitted to college this year?

Alfred University
Amherst College
Arizona State University
Bard College
Bates College
Bowdoin College
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Chapman University
Clark University
Colorado College
Connecticut College
Cornell University
Denison University
Duke University
Grinnell College
Hampshire College
Kenyon College
Lewis & Clark College
Loyola Marymount University
Marist College
Middlebury College
Mount Holyoke College
Oberlin College
Occidental College
Pitzer College
Reed College
Rhode Island School of Design
Rhodes College
Santa Barbara City College
Scripps College
Seattle University
Sewanee: The University of the South
Skidmore College
Smith College
Southwestern University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, San Diego
University of Southern California
Union College
University of Utah
Vassar College
Whitman College
MIDLAND ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Reflection

COVID Reflection
The lived-student experience at Midland this past year was unlike
any other—challenging at times, yet endearingly transformative
and showcasing our perseverance and strength.
As Head Prefects of the 2021-22 Academic year, Ben Herron and
Charlotte Long’s voices and leadership on campus have been tremendous.
Our student body experienced difficult social disconnections that posed
a threat to long-standing traditions and communal responsibility,
but together they adapted and “made-do” with what they had, and
navigated troubled waters with positive energy, optimism and joy — even
discovering that amidst the chaos, there is often a silver lining.
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“

Upon our return, much had changed, and the once-unified
community was split into many pieces. No longer were there
in-person assemblies or sit-down meals. Assemblies were still
online, and the necessary COVID precautions dictated that we
ate in small separated groups. Chapels were online as well, and
therefore there was no formal night, yet many of my peers upheld
the tradition throughout the year. As we all acclimated to this new
normal, we tried to make the best of the experience. Our indoor
spaces had in large part been shut down, so Midlanders spent
more time than ever outside, on the farm, riding horses, or going
on hikes. In the end, the physical distancing had little effect
on our community, and it just brought us closer. Despite the
obstacles that the pandemic and the abnormal year presented,
I was able to have a successful year, mainly due to the constant
support from both my peers and the faculty.
— Ben Herron ’22

“

Halfway through our first term back on campus, I realized I still
didn’t know about a quarter of the new students’ names. This was
a shocking realization, given that when I was a new sophomore I
knew everyone on campus by the end of the first week. Without the
“normal” day-to-day events, like sit-down dinners or assemblies
in front of Stillman, many aspects of Midland had seemingly
disappeared, and we found community in a new normal.
It took a fair amount of time to realize that these differences
didn’t need to stop me from enjoying my time on campus. I took
advantage of the fact that we weren’t allowed inside buildings and
went on more hikes in one term than I had during the entirety of
the prior year. I would spend my lunchtime sitting in the sun as
often as I could. I learned to adapt to the newness of it all and
take advantage of what was still possible. My junior year was
far from what I envisioned it to be, but I took the time to make
the best of a not-so-perfect year.
— Charlotte Long ’22
MIDLAND ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Christopher
Barnes
Head of School

In last year’s annual report, I mentioned a “more rigorous test to
come.” With the ups and downs of COVID and no vaccine in sight,
our ability to reconstitute our community was in question. Having
endured a tumultuous time, we can be — and should be — proud
of collectively persevering in the face of significant adversity.

Head of School Update

We’re in this together

With the hard work and support of our faculty, alumni and
families, we re-opened campus at the earliest opportunity in
October 2020, and we stayed open for a year. We had a total of
three COVID cases on campus while school was in session during
the 2020-21 school year. Our plan-of-action played to Midland’s
strengths, and “School Outside” really became our actual lived
experience. Beneath the oaks, we found the strength to simply do
what needed to be done — in true Midland spirit.
We didn’t just survive. We established a framework to support a
healthy future. We have broken ground on a myriad of projects
long in the planning. These include: the renewal of our academic
curriculum; our continued commitment to diversity, equity,
inclusion and justice; and significant campus revitalization efforts.
Looking ahead, we are laying the foundation for our second
century. We invite you to join us in this adventure — there is much
work to be done, and we will triumph knowing that our entire
community will show up for the job at hand.
Warm Regards to All,

MIDLAND ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Campus Renewal

» Campus Renewal
To ensure the future of the Midland experience
for generations to come, we are progressively
renewing our entire campus, with current
emphasis on student bathrooms and cabins,
and faculty housing, while paying attention to
maintaining Midland’s simple rustic character.
To do this, we will maintain, renovate and
build on our campus. We hope this project
inspires you to think of all that Midland can
continue to be — and become — in the years
ahead. I encourage you to get involved, ask
questions and express support in whatever way
feels most authentic to you.
In 1957, Paul Squibb said, “The truly
satisfying ambience is not a fully realized one,
but one in the process of improvement, so that
there is always the sense of life becoming better.”
Those words have helped us to stay true to the
principle of meeting the needs (not wants) of the
campus community and to forge forward with
a campus renewal plan 16 years in the making.
Over the past decade, the Campus Committee
and workgroups composed of students, faculty,
staff, board members, planners and architects
have honored these guiding principles while
taking many big steps forward. The first

major projects — the building of a new barn
and residence out beyond the soccer field —
have respectively helped consolidate the horse
program and provided some much-needed oncampus housing for our dedicated faculty.
The next phase of construction is the
renewal of student bathrooms and the
addition of a faculty duplex in the Lower
Yard meadow. Following that, we plan to
continue to mind the gap between rustic and
rundown living spaces by constructing new
Upper Yard cabins and building new faculty
housing in the Upper Yard (based on county
requirements and code). These renewals come
together to foster a living space that not only
looks after the wellness of our students, but also
ensures our Midland traditions live on through
attracting and keeping our exceptional, oncampus faculty.
Our goal is to provide Midland with the
infrastructure it needs to flourish in the decades
ahead, while maintaining its rustic charm.
In gratitude,
Jim Dreyfuss ’81
Board Chair
Campus Committee Chair

Campus Plan Timeline
2014
Domestic Water Supply
Line (buried)
Lowry House (remodel)
Parks House (demo and
removal)
Endowment
15.1m
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2015
Doe House (remodel)
Lower Yard Cabins
(upkeep)
Cabin Furniture (upgrade)

Endowment
15.3m
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2016
Ireland House (repairs)
Chrimes House (upkeep)
Generator (installation)

Endowment
15.4m

2017
Bridge (maintenance)
New Tractor (gifted)
Garden Shed

Endowment
16.8m

THE NEXT PHASE
OF CONSTRUCTION

2018
Agriculture Well
(construction)
Janeway (remodel)
Pink Palace (upkeep)
Front Entrance (update)

Endowment
17.8m

2019
Faculty Home (construction)
Kit Rich Dreyfuss Barn
(construction)
Library Classroom (expansion)

Endowment
18.1m

2020
2021
Outdoor Classrooms
LY Duplex Bathroom (remodel)
(construction)
New LY 9th grade quad
Infirmary (renovation)
bathroom & laundry
Schuyler Barn interior (update)
facility (construction)
Stillman Hall (update)
UY multi-quad bathroom &
Long House Apartment
laundry facility (construction)
(renovation)
Faculty Duplex (construction)
Endowment
Endowment
18.4m
23.3m
MIDLAND ANNUAL REPORT
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School News

Curriculum in COVID
T he 2020 -21 school year wa s (a nother)
unprecedented year in history. From the ongoing
COVID pandemic to another presidential
election, from a capitol invasion to criminal
trials of police brutality — the “Midland
bubble” was awash with the tides of change in
our world. Ever “Midland Tough,” our faculty,
staff and students were resilient in the face of so
much uncertainty — and we all felt the impacts
of such heightened anxiety in the world.
It was a year of constant transitioning
and problem solving: from beginning the year
online to adapting to class outside on campus
to maintaining health mandates of distancing
and masking with a sub-100 community. As we
look ahead to another challenging year, it is clear
that adaptability is both in Midland’s DNA and
an essential college and life-readiness skill in the
21st century.
In a year when we had to reduce class time to
enable cohorted meals, teachers were tasked with
12
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identifying the “best half” of their curriculum.
Sequential courses like Spanish language and
mathematics suffered particularly from a
truncated school year. However, compared with
what news sources are calling the “lost year in
American schooling,” our students had the
privilege to learn in a supportive community.
The year was also an opportunity for faculty
to renew curriculum with an eye toward defining
“what content and skills are essential to proficiency
in this course?” Whether it was digging deeply
into issues of “diversity, equity, inclusion and
justice” or bringing new meaning to “being of
use” as citizens in a pandemic — students and
teachers leaned into “doing the work” amidst
incredible adversity. The thoughtful energy in
this domain will be invaluable as we continue our
efforts to align all Midland programming toward
our core competencies.
With defined “Academic Support Blocks,”
students had increased designated time to access

their teachers for help — which was a huge win.
In a school built on “a teacher, a student, and an
idea,” the constraints of the year reestablished
the importance of connection to each other and
this place.

“Ever ’Midland Tough,’ our
faculty, staff and students
were resilient in the face
of so much uncertainty”
A n unforeseen boon of a year with
minimized engagement with the outside world
was a deeper engagement with our place,
community and land here on campus. During
MIDterm and Experiential Week, our students
built new trails, learned to craft a yurt, made
an in-house documentary exploring privilege,
backpacked deep into the Midland inholding in
Los Padres National Forest, and collaboratively
deconstructed old cabins — and then processed
the wood to reuse for the construction of a
gorgeous platform out on the property.
As we gear up for the 2021-22 school year,
we know we aren’t able to leave all of COVID
behind. We also know that after last year, we
are stronger and better equipped to handle the
challenges to come.

Ellie Moore
Dean of Academics
MIDLAND ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Reflection

A Place for Belonging
A favorite Midland-ism is “right where we want to be.” And, right
there in Midland’s mission, we say we provide “a unique college
preparatory boarding school experience to a diverse student
body.” Diversity plus belonging are two of the key ingredients
to a school that continues to learn and become more inclusive.
The year 2020 represented a tipping point in the collective
consciousness regarding racial equality and dialogue.
Midland already knew that the essential ingredients of
learning are a student, a teacher, and an idea. In 2020, we were all
students, we were all teachers, and we shared many ideas together.
We came together virtually and in person, when possible, to learn
and plan. We surveyed 150 community members and convened
a planning summit.
As a result of teamwork across alumni/ae, students, faculty,
staff and board, we have created a diversity, equity and inclusion
plan that will guide our continued commitment to academic
excellence, moral lives and cultivating belonging. Midland is a
place where the community has always done the work to meet
our needs.
Just as we climb Grass Mountain, working together so that
we all reach the summit, we come together to work toward being
a more just, equitable, diverse and inclusive place.

Michelle Howard
Board Member
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MAJOR GIVING
Every year, we are fortunate that some loyal donors make
gifts above and beyond their annual fund contributions.
All of these gifts address critical needs that cannot be
supported through our normal operating budget.
We would like to thank the following donors for their
“above and beyond” gifts this year. We are truly grateful
for these donors’ support, especially since many of these
gifts have inspired others to make their own stretch gifts.
We are already working with other alumni and alumnae
on gifts that will be recognized in next year’s report, and
can’t wait to share how those gifts, like those noted here,
help Midland to pursue its mission and achieve excellence.
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REMOTE LEARNING TUITION REMISSION DONATIONS
Laura and John Buchheit
Rob ’85 and Kathryn Adams
Kelly and Mike Borders
Mr. Hugh Brownlee and Liz Collins
Dr. Jackie and Dr. Chris Carrillo
Mike Chambers and Cathy Chappell-Chambers
Gretchen and Kent Collard
Mark Cullen and Fiona Smythe
Graciela and Gregorio Delgado
Megan Ford and Kevin Sterken
Rollin and Nancy Herron
Sam Hinckley
David and Leigh Johnson
Cynthia and Sung Kim
Bethany Laurence and Jason Hoorn
Kim Dreyfuss Linse ’82 and Wayne Linse

Dr. Mendy and Dr. David Maccabee
Stephen Meaney and Emily Risk
Jeffrey and Maranda Moran
Shih Hon (Frank) Niu
Kassy and Matthew Ockner
Aeronwy Polo
Kikanza and Geoff Ramsey-Ray
Victor Rasilla and Tasha Ziegenbein
Angela Robles and Armando Garcia
Rebecca and Jeremy Rudy
Paula and Sam Schaefer
Alec Schumacher
Eric Seitz ’89
Brian Sharon and Seonaidh Davenport
HongMei Tang and Yona Han

Donor Recognition

THANK YOU

CLASS OF ’68 WILDERNESS FUND
Nick ’60 and Mary Alexander • Jim ’68 and Elizabeth Quick
David M. Selman ’68 • Robert “Ruric” Nye ’68

It is with deepest gratitude that we thank the Edward H. Little
Marital Trust for their tremendous support upon the passing of Ned ’55
(in 2015) and his wife Lynn who passed in May of 2019. Their contribution
to Midland through the Mighty Oaks Club is an enduring testament to the
strength of the oaks.

Thank you to The Mericos Foundation and The Whittier Family.
Their dedication to providing a Midland student of our choice a 4-year
financial aid offer has changed the lives of countless Mericos Scholars. In
addition in the early years of their support of Midland, their capital building
support was essential to our continued dedication to campus renewal.
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Donor Recognition

The Big Reveal
I remember the words of our head of school, Carl Munger, while preparing for our
freshman backpacking trip in 1977, “Just the essentials, you’ll want to be light and nimble
out there,” he reassured, “don’t worry, you kids are smart and can figure anything out.”
Those words rang loud and clear for me as I
watched Midland pivot from solution to solution
this past year, as we faced challenges unmatched
in our history. One thing that all crises seem to
have in common is that they are revealing. In some
cases, it exposes our worst, in others, our best —
but in all, it reveals the truth. Midland’s truth is
that its friends, family, students, parents, faculty
and alumni are strong, resilient and generous.
Our community’s unwavering commitment to
this special institution has been an inspiration. It
proves that simple, honest principles can endure
and thrive in the face of adversity.
We had yet a nother yea r of generous
participation in the Annual Fund, exceeding
our goal of $400,000 with support coming from
all corners of the Midland community. Your
continued support will go toward making sure that
every student receives the necessary ingredients to
be successful at Midland and beyond.
This year, we are also excited to unveil and kick
off the much-anticipated Campus Renewal. This
project has been in the planning-and-approval

phase for several years now, and we are delighted to
have witnessed the actual work begin on campus
this summer. This is a comprehensive plan that has
taken into account both our long-standing legacies
and the needs for future students for years to come.
It will allow Midland to stay competitive in its peer
group without compromising its rugged simplicity.
Of course, none of this would have been
possible without the generosity of our Capital
Campaign donors. We cannot be more grateful
for those who have stepped up to ensure that
we continue to offer not only an exceptional
experiential education to the next generation
of Midlanders, but more importantly a place to
be. We’re just beginning the heavy lifting and
we’ll need all hands on deck to help us get this
ambitious project completed. Please join us in
bringing to life Midland values, Midland stories,
and Midland moments because through doing so,
you take part in shaping the future of Midland.
Rob Goldberg ’81
Board Member, Development Committee Chair

LEADING GIFTS TO THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
$400,000+
Rob ’85 (B) and Kate Adams
$100,000-$250,000
Jim ’81 (B) and Beth Dreyfuss
Milton ’62 and Carolyn Frye
David and Leigh Johnson
Peter ’77 (B) and Claire Ewing
$25,000- $50,000
Tom Mone ’72 (B) and Gloria Gerace (B)
Christopher (HOS) and Molly Barnes
Andrew ’85 (B) and Beth McCarthy
Frank ’62 and Barbie Wentworth
Trip Friendly ’74 (B) and Ana
Zeledon Friendly
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Robert ’81 (B) and Frances Goldberg
$10,000-$20,000
Ronald ’61 and Bernice Filbert
Jonathan Cosby ’63 and Kathi Gwynn
Ed Carpenter ’64 (B) and Lauren Sheehan
Peter Schuyler (B) and Lisa Stratton
Peter ’79 (B) and Libby Hutt
Charis Adams and Stephen Derbyshire
$1,000-$8,000
Marc Holden ’99 (B)
Kim Kimbell (B)
Michelle Howard (B) and Alissa Hummer
Sias Charity Fund

Dee Hodge III ’70 (B) and Ann Petlin
Cáitrín McKiernan ’98 (B) and
Andrew Hicks
Cymbre Thomas-Swett ’03 (B) and
Kris Swett
Up to $1,000
Tony and Anne Thacher
Justene Hill ’00 (B)
Gretchen (B) and Kent Collard
Jim and Esther Munger
Manuel Espitia ’07 (B)
Hal O’Brien ’81
(B) Board Member During 2020-21 Fiscal Year
(HOS) Head of School
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ANNUAL FUND

Donor Recognition

T H A N K S F O R S U P P O RT I N G O U R

Midland recognizes and thanks our donors to the Annual Fund during the
fiscal year from July 1, 2020–June 30, 2021. Each gift directly impacts the life
of students at Midland and we are grateful for your generosity.
We have made every effort to ensure that the information contained in this report is correct.
If you spot inaccuracies or omissions, please accept our apologies and notify the Advancement Office
at 805-688-5114, extension 124 or at: advancement@midland-school.org.

HEAD OF SCHOOL CIRCLE $50,000+
		David and Leigh Johnson

VALLEY OAKS $10,000–$24,999
		Jacqui Ewing in Memory of Sheafe
Ewing ’50*
◊◊◊ Peter ’77 and Claire Ewing
◊◊◊ Ronald ’61 and Bernice Filbert
		Ryan ’99 and Christie Frisby
		Elizabeth Bixby Janeway Foundation
◊ Van ’70 and Diane Kelsey/Kelsey
Family Foundation
◊◊◊ Tom Mone ’72 and Gloria Gerace
		Kassy and Matthew Ockner

BLUE OAKS $5,000–$9,999
Perry ’49 and Aurelia Bolton
		Valerie Brownrigg In Memory of Nick
Brownrigg ’50*
		Rick ’68 and Karen DeGolia/Silicon
Valley Community Foundation
◊◊ Ruth Fisher and Stephen Yeazell
		Trip Friendly ’74 and Ana Zeledon
Friendly
		Preston B. and Maurine M. Hotchkis
Family Foundation
◊◊◊

◊◊◊ Dan ’69 and Lynn Kellogg
		Teri and Ken Lebow
◊◊◊ Robert F. Reeves ’57
		Jennifer and Garrett Rice
◊◊ Edward B. Towne III ’71
◊ Kristian Whitten ’66 and Rev. Ellen
Williams

COAST LIVE OAKS $1,000–$4,999
		Brownie Allen
		Kiki ’06 and Drew Anderson
◊ Christopher and Molly Barnes
◊◊ John ’65 and Jo Bartlett
◊◊ Frederic A. Brossy ’46
		Barbara Bundy In Memory of
Peter Bundy ’49*
◊ James ’64 and Anne Campbell
◊◊◊ Ed Carpenter ’64 and Lauren Sheehan
		Mike Chambers and Cathy ChappellChambers/Adobe Systems, Inc.
◊◊◊ Jonathan Cosby ’63 and Kathi Gwynn
		Mark Cullen and Fiona Smythe/
Cardinal Health
◊◊ Celia Cummings
		Bruce ’67 and Kathryn deGraaf
◊◊◊ Lucy Dobson

◊ Greg Donovan and Amy Derryberry
		Penelope Draganic and Will Hudson
◊◊◊ Jim ’81 and Beth Dreyfuss
◊◊◊ Katherine “Kit” Dreyfuss
		Samuel Edwards ’56
◊ Fred ’52* and Joy Frye
		Milton ’62 and Carolyn Frye
		Robert ’81 and Frances Goldberg
		Amy and Michael Grenier
◊◊◊ Thomas Hazlet ’64
		Mary Lou and Mike Heath
◊◊◊ Craig ’72 and Kris Hendricks
◊ Everett Hendricks
◊ Newby ’59 and Georgia Herrick
		Rollin and Nancy Herron
		Sam Hinckley
		Joseph Hitselberger ’99
◊◊◊ Dee Hodge III ’70 and Ann Petlin
◊ Erik B. Holtsmark ’55
		Peter ’79 and Libby Hutt
◊ J. Stanley and Mary W. Johnson
Family Foundation/Donald
Johnson ’61
		Bryce Kellogg ’04
		Cynthia and Sung Kim/MUFG
◊ Kim Kimbell
		Tom ’67 and Carolyn Kulog

Each ◊ represents 5 years of consecutive gifts to the Annual Fund   *deceased
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Donor Recognition

		Chela Kunasz
		Peter and Maria Labahn In Memory
of Barry and Jean Schuyler and Ed
and Lois Labahn
◊ George ’76 and Kathleen Myers/
Ladera Foundation
		Sandro ’71 and Sharon Lane
		Lucy Leu
◊ David ’71 and Toyo Levasheff
		Leonard Lipman/The Jewish
Community Foundation Los Angeles
		George Mansfield ’60
◊◊◊ John ’66 and Judith Martin
		Brad and Amy Miller
◊ Montecito Bank and Trust
◊◊ Ernie Mueller ’57
		Bob ’65 and Kristine Muller
◊ James Nevins ’62
		Shih Hon (Frank) Niu
		Laura Niven ’85
		Jennifer Nuckton ’84
		Robert “Ruric” Nye ’68
		Paul ’75 and Kathi O’Leary
		Jennifer Potter In Memory of David
Potter ’50*
		Caroline Press
◊ Chris Rich ’59 and April Lanz
◊◊ Allen and Diana Russell
		Paula and Sam Schaefer In Honor of
Student Experiential Learning
◊ Ann Schuyler Brenner and Paul
Brenner
◊ Peter Schuyler and Lisa Stratton
		Troy Sears ’80
		Thomas Shoup ’57
◊◊ Hallett E. Smith ’61 In Memory of
Bob Boyd ’61*
		Peter Swain
		HongMei Tang and Yona Han
		Robert and Bussaraporn Taylor
◊◊◊ David ’68 and Nancy Twichell
◊ Allan ’62 and Heather Wentworth
		Frank ’62 and Barbie Wentworth
◊◊◊ Mason ’50 and Wendy Willrich
◊◊ William Winterhalter ’43
		Ian Wood In Honor of Guy Wood ’48
		Wei Wu

MANZANITA $500–$999
Elliot Anders ’97
		Bryce Anderson ’77 and Molly
Kronberg ’79
		Benevity Community Impact Fund
		Benjamin Boynton ’97
		Hugh Brownlee and Liz Collins
		John Burris ’65 and Barbara Sell
		John Cawley and Christine Marshall
		Lee and Alexandra Chamberlain
		Gretchen and Kent Collard
		A. Warren Smith, Jr. ’52* and
Gretchen L.* Smith Fund/
Community Foundation for
Greater Buffalo
		David Congdon ’68 and Nancy
Golladay
		Morgan Cosby Howson In Honor of
Jon Cosby ’63
		C. Terence Coveny ’61
◊ Will ’72 and Catherine Creamer
		F.S. Cunningham ’80
◊◊◊ Ross DeChambeau ’72
◊◊◊ Jim ’53 and Polly Dodds
		Jennifer Dunlop and David Fletcher
		Joseph Esherick ’60
◊◊ Ron and Gail Gester
		Will and Marguerite Graham
		Jack Griffith ’65
◊◊◊ Lorri Hamilton Durbin ’85 and
Theodore Durbin
◊ Jeffrey ’87 and Roberta Held
◊ Smith ’83 and Hannah ’84 Held
◊ Michelle Howard and Alissa Hummer
		Jan Handtmann/ J. Langdon
Handtmann Family Foundation
◊ Liz Johnston
		Polly Just ’81
		Ethan Leavy Kernkraut ’04 and Matt
Kernkraut
◊◊ Sumiko Kim
◊ Dan and Kathy Kunkle
		Jim and Catherine Larkin
		Ron and Leah Leavy In Honor of
Nancy Gonzalez
◊◊◊ Donna Lehman In Memory of Bill
Bancroft ’52* and In Memory of
Charles Lehman ’52*
◊ Frank and Sarah Long
		David and Sarah Lourie

		Edwin Lynch ’50
◊ Kenneth Marshall ’70
		Stephen and Annette McCarthy
		Tom Merrill, PhD ’58 and Bobbie
Sandoz Merrill
		Jeffrey and Maranda Moran
		Candice Petersen
		Aeronwy Polo
		Scott ’72 and Sally Richards
		Rebecca and Jeremy Rudy
		Brian Sharon and Seonaidh
Davenport
		Sherman H. ’85 and Michelle Thacher
		John ’58 and Mary Treanor
◊◊◊ Andy Wallace ’61
		James Ward ’70
◊◊◊ Scott H. Whittle ’70
◊ Juliana Wong ’94
		Xinwei Xie and Zhenyan Xie
		Yuchen (Adam) Xu ’05
		Peter B. Young ’56
		Michael Zhang (Chang)

SYCAMORE UP TO $500
Anonymous
		Max Acuña and Jane Kelly-Acuña
		John ’72 and Linda Adams
		Susy Adams ’90
◊ Charlie Agle ’58
		Bianca Alvarez ’07
◊ AmazonSmile
◊ Cynthia Anders
◊◊ David B. Anderson ’61
◊◊◊ Jonathan ’64 and Laureen Andrews
		John Aufderheide
		Lyssa and David Axeen In Memory of
Robert* and Nathaniel ’89* Allen
◊ Emily ’90 and Tony Ayala
		Catherine Bailey and Robin Petravic
◊ Shelagh A. Baird ’96 and Dan Simon
		Robin Barnes and David Bor In
Honor of Christopher Barnes
and family
◊ Mary Barnes and Peter Neill
		Peter H. Behr, Jr. ’65
		Elora Belt ’09
		Louis Benezet ’65
		Marshall Bernes ’61 and Rina Tham

Each ◊ represents 5 years of consecutive gifts to the Annual Fund
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*deceased

		Manuel Espitia Jr. ’07
		Manuel and Maria Espitia
		“Tate” Ewing ’17
◊ Mary Fahning and Barry Marks
◊ Robert Faux
		Stephen ’78 and Christine
Featherstone
		Rachel Featherstone ’11
		Fillies Horse Group In Honor of
Horseback Riding Trails
		Paula and Jeffrey Finkelstein
		Katherine Fraser
		Heidi Frost
		Beatrice Fuller
		Dean Fullinwider ’51*
		Clarissa Gallo ’17
		Rebecca Garrett ’84
◊◊ Paul and Iliana Gelles
◊◊◊ Dan Gleich and Pat Jackson
		Lise and Jeff Goddard In Honor of
Charis Derbyshire
		Geoffrey ’49 and Benita Gowen
		David Hall ’85 and Pete Leon
		Claire Hanssen
		Rev. Cameron ’43 and Deborah Harriot
		David ’74 and Iryna K. Harvey
		Megan Havens and Matthew King
		Mikko Helenius ’91
		Donna Herlihy
		Genevieve Herrick ’97 and
Jacob Grant/Los Olivos Roots
Organic Farm
		Sherman and Camie Herrick
		Justene Hill ’00
		Phelps Hobart ’59 In Memory of
David Rose ’59*, Mike Russell ’59*,
and Horace Cates ’59*
		Marc Holden ’99
◊◊◊ Dennis Holding ’56
		Charles and Patricia Honeycutt
		Albert Hopper ’97
		Winter W. ’83 and Amanda Horton
		Diana Hotchkiss In Memory of
Walter Hotchkiss ’44*
◊◊◊ David Hunting ’69
◊ José Juan Ibarra ’87 and Arcelia
Sención
		John Isaacson ’94 and Jenny
Petersen ’97
		Dow Jarvis ’78

Each ◊ represents 5 years of consecutive gifts to the Annual Fund

		Maya Johansson ’97
		Chris Jonas
◊◊ Joann and Denis Keane
		Emily Frances King ’09
		Kristen and Scott Kissel
		Bethany Laurence and Jason Hoorn
		Christine Lewis In Memory of my
father, Dean Fullinwider ’51*
◊ Kim Dreyfuss Linse ’82 and Wayne
Linse
◊ Kerry and Dewey Livingston
		Cathy Long
		Walter and Valerie Long
◊◊◊ Angel Lopez ’71 and Wendy Squires
		Eduardo Lopez ’70
		Rebecca Luck
◊◊ Mitch and Lynn Macalister
		Craig and Nancy Marcus
		Brian Marshall ’80
◊◊ Jenifer R. McCurry
◊ Cáitrín McKiernan ’98 and
Andrew Hicks
		Stephen Meaney and Emily Risk
◊◊ Carlotta Mellon In Memory of Knox
Mellon, Jr. ’45*
		Isaiah Mendieta ’19
		Nicholas and Nancy Miller
		Michael Mills
		Ellie Moore
		Elise M. S. Mudd*
		R.J. ’52 and Marylynne Mueller
		Jim and Esther Munger
◊ Sam Newsom ’73
		Alison Nikitopoulos
◊ Benjamin Nyce ’50
		Ronald Nygren
		Fredrick Peeters ’77
		Gio Petrone
◊ Jack and Susan Pines In Honor of
Stephen Pines ’02
		Karen Plumbley
		James Poett ’66 and Marianne Partridge
		Kikanza and Geoff Ramsey-Ray/
Village Playgarden
		Scott ’72 and Dana Rayburn
		Sophia Rocco ’09
		Judith Rogers
		Carlos and Meghvi Maheta Roig
		Hugh Rose ’56

Donor Recognition

		Jefferson Berry ’73
		Kelly and Mike Borders
◊ Chris Borghesani and Sarah Kidwell In
Honor of James Borghesani ’20
		Thomas Brand
		Mike and Amy Brede
		Barbara and Leonard A. Brennan Jr.
		Deborah Bryan
		Frank and Marlene Bucy/Bucy
Family Fund
		Brian Burau and Robyn Hafner
		Richard and Alice Carden
◊ George and Susan Carlisle In Memory
Robert* and Nathaniel ’89* Allen
		Luke Carpenter ’12
		Vanessa and Scott Carr
◊ John Castor In Memory of Paul B.
Kunasz ’60*
		Russell Chamberlin
		J. Chase and Jane Wattenberg
		Ann Clegg
		Mitchell Colgan
		Crawford and Jessie Cooley
		Miles Crawford ’15
		Katie Cromack ’08
		Pamela Crum In Memory of
Jennifer Hardy
		Renwick Curry and Nancy
Knudegard
		Peter Cushing ’96
		Katy Cushman
		Rebecca Davis-Suskind ’87 and
David Suskind
		Scott DeChambeau ’74
		Graciela and Gregorio Delgado
◊ Charis Adams and Stephen Derbyshire
In Honor of Chani ’19 and
Stephen ’17
		Andrew Dickinson ’61
		Will ’85 and Lynn Dixon
		James ’63 and Becky Doe
		Peter Donohoe ’70
		Emma Dreyfuss ’15
		Charles Duncan
		Alexander Dunlop
		Susan Elliott In Memory of Tom
Gordon ’66* and In Honor of the
Class of 2021
◊ Cierra Ensign
		John ’72 and Barbara Erickson

*deceased
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Donor Recognition

		J. Eric Rounds
		Christine and David Ryan
		Daniel M. Sakols ’81
		Christopher Salmon ’69
◊ J. Sassaman ’96
		Jaime B. Schuyler ’17
		Meredith ’98 and Owaipayan Sen
		Fanrui Sha ’15
		Ann Shafer
		Maureen Sharf
		Ethan C. Sharkey ’83/Ethan Sharkey
Photo
		Benjamin Sias ’70/Sias Charity Fund
		Elizabeth Simmons
		Diana Simonds
		Siskiyou Counseling Professional
LLC
		Scott Sleeper ’75/Delta Dental
		H Bruce Smitham ’53 and Sandra
Burke-Smitham
		Marianne Sommerville
		Sarah and Chad Stacy
		Betsey Steeger In Memory of Robert*
and Nathaniel ’89* Allen
		Sarah Stensrud
		Emma Struebing ’16
		Jeffry Stubbs
		Dan Susman
◊ Annie Tate
◊◊ John and Caroline Thacher
◊◊ Tony and Anne Thacher
◊◊ Cymbre Thomas-Swett ’03 and
Kris Swett
		John Thomas and Irene GabrielThomas
		Loretta Thornton
◊◊ Geoff Thorpe/Chevron
		Katie Thrash ’99 and Shane
Mihelic-Booth
		Timothy Tibbits ’67
		Dr. Sandra Topalian In Memory of
Robert* and Nathaniel ’89* Allen
		Chris and Minako Tsuji
		Terry and Cricket Twichell
		Lara Vapnek
		Thomas Velazquez ’04
◊◊ Lynn Wakabayashi and John Hayward
		May Walker

		Alice Walton-Olla
		Samuel Whitridge ’98
		George ’54 and Dianne Wilbur
◊◊◊ Bill ’58 and Sue Wilmer
		Dave Winsor ’87
◊ Stephen ’63 and Robin Woodworth
◊ Charles Wright and Antonina
MacDonald In Honor of
Taylor Wright ’03
		Emmet Yeazell ’13
		Emmet C. Yeazell
		Alicia Zambelli and Shawn Bock
		Adalila Zelada-Garcia and
Hop Hopkins
		David and Cynthia Zimmerman
		Kim Zimmerman

FACULTY AND STAFF DONORS
		Christopher and Molly Barnes
		Charis Adams and Stephen
Derbyshire in Honor of Chani ’19
and Stephen ’17
		Cierra Ensign
		Paul and Iliana Gelles
		Amy and Michael Grenier
		Genevieve Herrick ’97 and
Jacob Grant/Los Olivos Roots
Organic Farm
		José Juan Ibarra ’87 and
Arcelia Sención
		John Isaacson ’94 and Jenny
Petersen ’97
		Ellie Moore
		Alison Nikitopoulos
		Erin Staley ’97
		Dan Susman

IN-KIND
		Mark and Dawn Brosnan
		Los Olivos Roots Organic Farm/
Genevieve Herrick ’97 and
Jacob Grant
		Erin Staley ’97
		James Ward ’70

ACORNS (ALUMNI/AE DONORS
WHO GRADUATED IN THE
PAST DECADE)
		Luke Carpenter ’12
		Miles Crawford ’15
		Emma Dreyfuss ’15
		“Tate” Ewing ’17
		Rachel Featherstone ’11
		Clarissa Gallo ’17
		Isaiah Mendieta ’19
		Jaime B. Schuyler ’17
		Fanrui Sha ’15
		Emma Struebing ’16
		Emmet Yeazell ’13

MATCHING GIFTS
		Adobe Systems, Inc./Mike
Chambers and Cathy
Chappell-Chambers
		Cardinal Health/Mark Cullen and
Fiona Smythe
		Chevron/Geoff Thorpe
		Delta Dental/Scott Sleeper
		MUFG/Cynthia and Sung Kim
		Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts
Program/Gay and Jim Versteeg
Each ◊ represents 5 years of consecutive gifts to the Annual Fund   *deceased
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Recognizing
T H E

MIGHTY OAKS CLUB
Ensuring a Vibrant Future for Midland School
Individuals who provide for the school in their estate plans, either
through a bequest, life income gift, life insurance policy, or other plan,
are invited to join the Mighty Oaks Club.
If you have already made a planned gift for Midland, please inform the
school so that we may recognize your generous legacy gift.
Thoughtful estate planning is an important way for you to plan
for the future—both for your family and for the organizations and
institutions which have been important to you.

Interested in including Midland
in your estate plans?
To learn more about making a
planned gift for Midland, contact
the Advancement Office today:
805-688-5114 extension 124
advancement@midland-school.org
midland-school.org/giving

The Mighty Oaks Club recognizes these alumni/ae and friends whose
planned gifts, when realized, will help to secure the future of Midland’s
timeless curriculum and values. These legacy gifts support diversity,
accessibility, faculty and staff professional development and more.

THANK YOU
Ian ’94 and Rebecca Anderson
Anonymous
Nicholas ’50* and Valerie Brownrigg
Jason Burns ’90
Ed Carpenter ’64 and Lauren Sheehan
Hugh Carpenter
Peyton ’62 and Judith Carr
James Cooley ’49*
Jonathan Cosby ’63 and Kathi Gwynn
Harry Cross ’62
Anne M. and Howard* Cusic
Rebecca Davis-Suskind ’87 and David
Suskind
Oliver ’45* and Roberta Dibble
Greg Donovan and Amy Derryberry
Jim ’53 and Polly Dodds
Jim ’81 and Beth Dreyfuss
Katherine “Kit” Rich Dreyfuss
Brian Everett ’72*
Sheafe ’50* and Jacqui Ewing

Ronald ’61 and Bernice Filbert
Trip Friendly ’74 and Ana Zeledon
Friendly
Frank ’56 and Linda Frye
Frederick ’52* and Joy Frye
Milton ’62 and Carolyn Frye
Lise and Jeff Goddard
Marguerite Graham
Brack Hale ’50*
Elizabeth and Mike ’57* Hermes
Dennis Holding ’56
Walter ’44* and Diana Hotchkiss
Nickels Huston ’72
Dan ’69 and Lynn Kellogg
Ethan Leavy Kernkraut ’04 and Matt
Kernkraut
Paul ’60* and Chela Kunasz
Peter and Maria Labahn
Catherine and Thomas L. Lincoln
Ned ’55* and Carol* Little
Eric ’54* and Martha Malnic

J.G. and Janamarie McAllister
Carlotta and Knox ’45* Mellon
David Mellon ’49
Elise M.S. Mudd*
R.J. ’52 and Marylynne Mueller
Richard ’40* and Mary* Nevins
Benjamin Nyce ’50
Robert “Ruric” ’68 and Gwen* Nye
Scott ’72 and Dana Rayburn
Steve Robinson ’70*
Arent “Barry” Schuyler ’41*
Peter Schuyler and Lisa Stratton
Ann and Robert E. ’54* Shafer
Thomas Shoup ’57
Charles H. Soley 63*
A.W. ’42* and Gretchen* Smith
Janet E. and David* Vaughan
Allan ’62 and Heather Wentworth
Frank ’62 and Barbie Wentworth
Katherine Whitten*

*deceased
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Midland School Corporation
PO Box 8, Los Olivos, California 93441
www.midland-school.org
(805) 688-5114

NEW WEBSITE LAUNCH
Our new website midland-school.org is launching this October,
and it’s been a project long in the making, featuring the very things
that make Midland Midland — our authentic community, place-based
education, legacies, traditions, faculty and student voices, and so much
more. We can’t wait to share with you this massive labor of love, only
possible with the help of the whole Midland community, including you.

Please watch your mailbox!
We are excited to share that we have a dedicated group of supporters who have offered a
major challenge grant to help close out our Capital Campaign in October. Join us in
bringing to life Midland values, Midland stories and Midland moments because through
doing so, you make an impact on Midland students now and for generations to come.

